This paper deals with vector linear index codes for multiple unieast index coding problems where there is a source with K messages and there are K receivers each wanting a unique message and having symmetrie (with respect to the receiver index) two-sided antidotes (side information). Starting from a given multiple unieast index coding problem with K messages and symmetrie one-sided antidotes for which a scalar linear index code ([ is known, we give a construction procedure whieh constructs a sequence (indexed by m) of multiple unicast index coding problems with symmetrie two-sided antidotes (for the same source) for all of whieh a vector linear code ([C rn) is obtained from ([. Also, it is shown that if ([ is optimal then ([Crn) is also optimal for all m. To our knowledge, this is the first paper whieh gives a method to construct a sequence of optimal vector linear index codes.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
An index coding problem consists of one transmitter, ]vI receivers {R I , R 2 , ... , R lVI } and K messages {Xl, X2, ... , XK}, where Xi E lF~i'Xi = (Xi,I,Xi.2"",Xi.pJ,Xi,j E IFq for i = {I, 2, ... , K} and j = {I, 2, ... ,pd. Each receiver Ri is identified with {Wi,K i }, where Wi c;: {XI,X2, ... ,XK} is the set of wanted messages and K i c;: {Xl, X2, ... , X K} is the set of known messages to receiver R i . The messages in the set Ki are also called side information or antidotes to receiver R i . The transmitter has all the K messages and it also knows the set of wanted and known messages of each receiver. The index coding problem is to design an index code such that the number of transmissions broadcasted by the transmitter is minimized and all the receivers get their wanted messages by using the index code broadcasted and their known information. The index code is a mapping defined as folIows:
where N is the length of index code. If PI = P2 = ... = P K, then the index code is called symmetrie rate vector index code. If PI = P2 = ... = PK = 1, then the index code is called scalar index code. Instead of one transmitter and ]vI receivers, the index coding problem can also be viewed as ]vI source-receiver pairs with all NI sources connected with all NI receivers through one finite capacity channel [1] .
The problem of index coding with side information was introduced by Birk and Kol [2] and Bar-Yossef et al. [3] studied the class of index coding problems in which each receiver demands only one single message and the number of receivers equals number of messages. Ong and Ho [4] classify the binary index coding problem depending on the demands and the side information possessed by the receivers. An index coding problem is called unicast if the demand sets of the receivers are disjoint. For the unicast index coding problem, it was shown that the length of the optimal linear index code is equal to the minrank of the side information graph [3] of the index coding problem but finding the minrank is NP hard.
Maleki et al. [1] found the capacity of symmetrie multiple unicast index problem with neighboring antidotes (side information). In a symmetrie multiple unicast index coding problem with equal number of K messages and source-receiver pairs, each receiver has a total of U + D = A < K antidotes, corresponding to the U messages before ("up" from) and D messages after ("down" from) its desired message. In this setting, the k th receiver Rk demands the message Xk having the antidotes
is: (I) The symmetrie capacity of this index coding problem setting
where U, DEZ, 0 ::.; U ::.; D, and U + D = A < K. The above expression for capacity per message can be equivalently expressed as:
In the setting of [1] with one-sided antidote cases, i.e., the cases where U or D is zero, without loss of generality, we can assume that max(U, D) = D and min(U, D) = 0 (all the results hold when max(U, D) = U). In this setting, the k th receiver Rk demands the message Xk having the antidotes, for which (2) reduces to
per message. (4) The reciprocal of the capacity is called optimal length of a index coding problem. That is, at least tJ code symbols are required to convey one wanted message symbol to each receiver.
Throughout the paper WLOG we consider the case D ::;:, U. All the codes discussed in this paper also applicable for U ~ D. The decoding procedure in this paper is considered for the binary field. However the index codes considered in this paper work for any finite field. The index codes designed in this paper are symmetric rate vector linear index codes. All the message and receiver subscripts in this paper are to be considered modulo K.
A. Motivation
Vector linear index codes are important for the following reasons: 
In this paper, we prove that vector linear solution exists for a two-sided symmetric antidote problem if a scalar linear solution exists for one-sided antidote problem with the same number of messages and the number of one-sided antidotes D' = ID -UI for each receiver. Using optimal scalar linear codes for one-sided symmetric antidote index coding problems given in [10] , we construct optimal vector linear index codes for twosided symmetric antidote problem over lF2 . 2) We show that if there is an optimal scalar linear index code for the given one-sided index coding problem then this code can be used to construct an optimal vector linear index code for a class of two-sided antidote index coding problems. In [10] we proposed optimal scalar linear index codes for ten cIasses of one-sided (not necessarily adjacent) multiple unicast index coding problems with optimal scalar linear index codes. We illustrate our construction to some of the ten cases of the multiple unicast problems studied in [10] and demonstrate the new cIasses of symmetric multicast problems created for all of which an optimal vector linear code is exhibited.
In [6] , we proposed a lifting construction which constructs a sequence of multiple unicast index problems with one-sided antidotes with a scalar linear index code starting from a given multiple unicast index coding problem with a known scalar linear index code. The construction in this paper is ditlerent in the following respects:
1) The construction in [6] starts from a problem with K messages and K receivers and gives a sequence of problems with mK number of messages and mK number of receivers for m = 2,3, .... That is, the number of messages increases with index m. Whereas in this work the number of messages and the number of receivers remain to be K.
2) In [6] new scalar linear index codes are obtained starting trom a scalar linear index code for problems of ditlerent source sizes whereas in this paper new vector linear index codes are obtained starting trom a scalar linear index code for the problem with the same source size.
3) The lifting construction in [6] results in a solution of index co ding problems with one-sided antidotes where as the construction in this paper results in a solution of two-sided index coding problems with two-sided antidotes.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as folIows. In Section 11, we give our construction of vector linear codes from scalar linear codes. Starting trom a scalar linear code for one-sided antidote problem, we give a construction procedure which constructs a sequence (indexed by m) of multiple uni cast index coding problems with symmetric twosided antidotes (for the same source) for all of which a vector linear code e::(m) is obtained from e::. In Section III, we present instances of index coding problem which do not admit optimal scalar linear solution but admit optimal vector linear solution.
The lengthy and missing proofs of the claims in this paper have been omitted due to space constraints. All the missing proofs and more examples can be found in [8] .
VECTOR LINEAR CODES FROM SCALAR LINEAR CODES
In this Section, we give a construction of vector linear codes for two-sided index coding problems using scalar linear codes of one-sided index coding problems.
Theorem 1. For a multiple unicast one-sided antidote index coding problem with K messages {Yl, Y2, ... , Y K} (Yk E lF q) and the same number of receivers with the receiver Rk wanting the message Yk and having a symmetric antidote pattern K k given by (5) for some D > U, let e:: = {tl, t2,'" , tl} be a scalar linear code of length l. Consider the multiple unicast two-sided index coding problem with K number of messages, U number of antidotes above and D number of antidotes below the desired message as given in (1). Let Xk = (Xk,l, Xk,2,'" ,Xk,U+l) be the vector message symbol wanted by the kth receiver, Xk-U,:: For K = 21, D = 4 the scalar linear code is given by
This scalar linear code can be used to generate sequence of vector linear codes as given in Table I . I scalar linear index codes Q:. The optimal length of symmetrie one-sided antidote index code is the difference of the number of messages and the number of one-sided antidotes. The length of the code Q: is K -D' = K -(D -U) = K -D + U. By using K -D + U code symbols, every receiver gets U + 1 of its wanted messages. The capacity achieved by this code is K =1;~u per message, which is equal to the capacity mentioned in (2) . It follows that the vector linear codes are of optimal length. D Theorem 1 beg ins from a scalar linear index code for onesided antidote index coding problem and converts it to a vector linear index code for two-sided index coding problem. Whereas the following Theorem 3 starts from a two-sided antidote index coding problem, reduces it into a one-sided antidote problem and from the solution of the reduced onesided index coding problem, it gives the solution for the twosided index coding problem. Theorem 3. Consider a multiple unicast index coding problem with K messages and the same number of receivers with the receiver Rk wanting the message Xk and having a symmetric antidote pattern K k given in (1). For this index coding problem, a vector linear solution exists if a scalar linear solution exists for the one-sided antidote problem with number of receivers K, number of messages K and the antidote pattern given by where D' = ID -UI. The vector linear index code is optimal if the scalar linear code is optimal.
Prao! Proof follows from Theorem I and Theorem 2. D Remark 2. In Theorem 1,2 and 3, we proved that in a twosided adjacent antidote index coding problem, K(U + 1) message symbols can be packed into K symbols {Y1, Y2,···, YK} and then these K symbols are linearly combined to give K -D' code symbols by using one-side adjacent antidote scalar linear code. Remark 3. The optimal length solution for the two-sided antidote index coding problem can be found by the following procedure:
Step I: Reduce the two-sided antidote index coding problem into a one-sided antidote problem as discussed in Theorem 3.
Step 2: Find the optimal scalar linear solution for the onesided antidote index coding problem of Step 1.
Step 3: Convert the one-sided antidote scalar linear optimal solution into two-sided antidote vector linear optimal index codes as discussed in Theorem 3.
Remark 4. In [10] optimallength linear index codes for onesided antidote problem for a given K and D satisfying the below mentioned conditions with D' replaced with D were proposed. The proposed codes in [10] can also be used for the one-sided adjacent antidotes as given in (3) and these codes achieve the capacity in (4) . Proposed codes in [10] can be extended for all U and D with D' = D -U for the following instances:
Remark 5. If the scalar linear index code ([ for the one-sided antidote problem is defined in the field lF q, the construction procedure in Theorem 1 gives the construction of vector linear code ([(UH) for the two-sided antidote index coding problem in the same field lF q'
III. OPTIMAL VECTOR LINEAR CODES FOR THE PROBLEMS NOT ADMITTING OPTIMAL SCALAR LINEAR CODES
In this section, we present instances of index coding problem which do not admit optimal scalar linear solution but admit optimal vector linear solution.
Lemma 1. In a two-sided symmetric adjacent antidote problem, if U + 1 does not divide K -D + U, scalar linear codes can not achieve capacity. In this case capacity can be achieved by using vector linear coding.
Prao! In a two-sided symmetric adjacent antidote problem, capacity is given by K ~ i;Ju and thus the transmitter should transmit at least K U ~i code symbols such that every receiver can decode its wanted message. If U + 1 does not divide K -D + U, the scalar linear code has to transmit atleast I K u~iu l code symbols to satisfy the demands of all the receivers, which is sub optimal. In Theorem 3 we gave a construction procedure for optimal vector linear codes for this two-sided antidote index coding problem. This completes the ~~ D The following two examples illustrate Lemma 1. Example 2. Consider a two-sided symmetric antidote index coding problem with K = 20, D = 6, U = 2. The capacity of this index coding problem as given by (2) is 1 3 6' In this index coding problem, the transmitter should transmit atleast 1 3 6 = 5.33 code symbols such that every receiver can decode its wanted message. By using scalar linear index code, the minimum number of code symbols required to be transmitted is atleast 1 1 3 6 l = 6, which is sub optimal. Whereas we can achieve the capacity S.13 by using vector coding.
To construct an optimal vector linear code for this problem, we first convert this two-sided symmetric antidote problem into a one-sided symmetric antidote problem, called the reduced problem, using the method specified in Theorem 3. The reduced problem will have K = 20 number of messages and D' = D -U = 4 number of one-sided antidotes.
The reduced one-sided index coding problem with K = 20, D' = D -U = 4 satisfies the condition D' divides K. The scalar linear code for the case D' divides K is given by [10] D' p-1
where p = J{,.
The scalar linear index code for the reduced one-sided index coding problem (K = 20, D' = 4) is given by ([={Y1 +Ys, Y2+Y6, Y3+Y7, Y4+YS,YS+Y9, Y6+YlO, Y7+ Yll, YS+Y12, Y9+Y13, YlO+Y14, Yll +Y15, Y12+Y16, Y13+ Y17, Y14 + YlS, Y15 + Y19, Y16 + Y20}.
To get vector linear code for the two-sided antidote problem, we have to replace Yk (k = 1,2, ... , K) in the scalar linear code of reduced index coding problem with L~~il Xk+l-i,i'
In this problem we can get vector linear index code for the two-sided index coding problem (K = 20, U = 2, D = 6) by replacing Yi with Xi,l +Xi-l, 2+Xi-2, 3 for i = 1,2, ... ,20 in the scalar linear code of the reduced one-sided antidote index coding problem K = 20, U = 0, D' = 4.
The length of the vector linear code 1[(3) is equal to the length of the scalar linear index code and is equal to 16. From the vector linear code 1[(3), every receiver could decode three of its wanted messages. The capacity achieved by this code is 1 3 6' which is equal to the capacity given in (2) . Thus the code given is of optimal length. Example 3. Consider a two-sided symmetric antidote index coding problem with K = 21, U = 1, D = 17. The capacity of this index coding problem as given by (2) is g. In this index coding problem, the transmitter should transmit atleast ~ = 2.5 code symbols such that every receiver can decode its wanted message. By using scalar linear index code, the minimum number of code symbols required to be transmitted is atleast I ~ l = 3, which is sub optimal. Whereas we can achieve the capacity of g by using vector coding.
This two-sided antidote index coding problem can be reduced into one-sided antidote index coding problem with K = 21, D' = D -U = 16. This is a one-sided antidote index coding problem satisfying the condition K -D' divides Kl. The scalar linear code for the case K -D' divides K -A and A divides (K -D') (where A is a factor of K -D) is given [10] by 
We get vector linear index code for the two-sided index coding problem (K = 21, U = 1, D = 17) by replacing Yi with Xi,l + Xi-I, 2 for i = 1,2, ... ,21 in the scalar linear code of the reduced one-sided antidote index coding problem.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper a construction is given for vector linear index codes of multiple unicast index problems from scalar linear codes which results in a sequence of index coding problems with same number of messages and receivers and two-sided antidote patterns. Moreover, it is shown that if the problem with which the construction begins has an optimal linear index code then it induces an optimal linear index code for the vector index coding problem. This construction has been used on few classes of index coding problems given in [10] for which optimal linear index codes are known and new classes codes have been obtained starting trom these classes of codes.
An interesting direction of further research is to study the suitability of the new classes of codes presented in this paper for application to noisy broadcasting problem. Recently, it has been observed that in a noisy index coding problem it is desirable for the purpose of reducing the prob ability of error that the receivers use as small a number of transmissions trom the source as possible and linear index codes with this property have been reported in [5] , [9] . While the report [5] considers fading broadcast channels, in [7] AWGN channels are considered and it is reported that linear index codes with minimum length (capacity achieving codes or optimal length codes) help to facilitate to achieve more reduction in probability of error compared to non-minimum length codes for receivers with large amount of side-information. These aspects remain to be investigated for the new classes of sequences of vector codes presented in this paper.
